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of the finest prose dialogue which has been written since
Shakespeare.
Saint Joan is a play which stands apart from these mis-
understandingSj because the problems with which it deals
are old problems which have become familiar, and which
people are prepared to consider. The story of Joan of Arc
is too well known to need recapitulation. The extract is
chosen from Scene VI of the play, which presents the trial
of Joan at the Bishop's court at Rouen.
SAINT JOAN
By GEORGE BERNARD SHAW
Rouen., 3oth May 1431. A great stone hall in the castle,
arranged for a trial-at-law> /but not a trial-by-jury^ the
court being the Bishop's court with the Inquisition participat-
ing: hence there are two raised chairs side by side for the
Bishop and the Inquisitor as judges. Rows of chairs radiating
from them at an obtuse angle are for the canons^ the doctors
of law and theology > and the Dominican monks^ who act as
assessors. In the angle is a table for the scribes, with stools.
There is also a heavy rough wooden stool for the prisoner.
All these are at the inner end of the halL The further end is
open to the courtyard through a row of arches. The court is
shielded from the weather by screens and curtains.
Looking down the great hall from the middle of the inner end^
the judicial chairs and scribes* table are to the right. The
prisoner's stool is to the left. There are arched doors right
and left. It is a fine sunshiny May morning.
cauchon, the Bishop^ is head of the court,, though he allows
the inquisitor to direct its proceedings. canon de cour-
CELLES is ''a young priest of thirty*> and DE STOGUMBER is the
English Chaplain. d'estivet is the Prosecutor or Promoter.
ladvenu [a young but ascetically fine-drawn Dominican who is
sitting next COURCELLES., on his right]. But is there any great

